
-12/2024: Learning GMMs

Given data ,
How to learn Mik , Nick ,

and I lik ?

&orithm: Expectation - Maximization (EM)
used Wherever you have :

④ Latent variables (that are unknown) I, ..., In

② Unknown parameters Creed to Learn) Klik, Nik, El : k

Strategy : Alternate between guessing each one
T-n KC-Means
-

④Step ("Expectation") : ~ Make
Infer latent variable distribution assignments

based onalternate) ( using current gress of parameters
I

current centroids

& M-Step ("Maximization") :
Choose parameters that fit the

choose new
-

j centroids baseddata best based on interned on new

distribution of latent variables assignment

Step For each i = 1....,
,
we inter :

lib

Rij = P(Ei = j ( X = = X ; current gress
of 3·lik , Nik, Elik

↑
Run inference using Bayes

Rule

. .

as

n



ep Inputs are:
- Actual values of Xi's
- Inferred distribution of all Zi's

Gode: Find the best I, N , E

-

Imagine we actually had true value of Zi for each i
Then we could applyMaximum Likelihood Estimation :

Maximize log P(Zi, Xe

dogplzitlogPlei Wi(z=
Fis J = 1↳
-

Actual M- Step : Approximate He MLE objective#using inferred Rij's
Expected Complete Log-likelihood (ECLL)

ECLL (TIK
,
Nik, Elik) =

*-BisLogpligingPixisi
ene

much to "Complete loglikethood"
weight the

possibilitytha
zi = j

Expected
value with Rij's as weights



Now : Derive formula for Nj to maximizes ECLL,
discuss formulas forIt, &E;

Plan : Take PN; ECLL , set
to 0

,
solve for Ni

ERij-[do zi =j) + log(2i= e-
Depends only For each j
on itj this depends on

D will be O
that ouster's N & &
=> Ignore all terms
except for the Nj
we care about

= EnRijTN MgP(Xi =x"(2i e Plug in multivariate

m gaussian pot formula

d

(· ( - E (x)- Ni) z, (x(-Ni
doesn't depend
on Nj

= Rij PNj (-klx"-MiTE,"(X"
-Ni
-Fact : Dy XTAX = 2AX

-z, (-Ni) .+) = 0

/-Rij[
multiply by E on lett

Rij (X" - Ni) = O



Rij x = Rij Nj
=/

Risxie↳d
P(X , is in clusterj) weighted average ofx

(

P(X2 is in clusters) weighted by the

-P(Xn is in clusterj probability that each
-

xi) is in cluster

ExpectedHof points
in

Custere z,
Ej =

Ris "soft" version of Alepointschdrosteredata

z;
= Ri(X- Ni)(X)-Nj)ERi
Formula for covariance matrix is t IX"-N)(EN)

T

G
"Weigated average" version of covariance matrix

formula



DimensionalityReduction Data in IR2
But "mostly"
lies in

1- dimensionalO EnuEx subspace

Clustering Dimensionality Reductions

Find ahow-dimensional subspace
that preserves most information

in the dataset

Method-i Principal Components Analysis (PCA)
commonly ; map high-dim data -> 2 dimensions

singpoint : Try to find best I-D subspace

&y Assumption : Data has mean O

ie. x) = 0

Enforc by computing mean of data,
then subtract it from each example

original
What is our parameter to learn

?
*
a dimension of data

-- 2dElLearn a single parameter vector w
that defines the I-D subspace to project onto

We'll focus only ono where llwll = /
Since we only care about direction



"Reconstruction Erron" : How well can we reconstruct

Ex , ..., youly based on only the

projections of Ex' , ...,x '" 3 onto subspace detired by w
"Lost

info

goal'
- ·,make this inI"lost info" as &little as possible-


